Optimisation tool to allow crew to
adjust their published roster online
TripTrade
merlot.aero’s TripTrade is an online mechanism that allows crew members to adjust
their published roster via trades with other crew members as well as open time trading,
without any involvement or intervention required by crew schedule personnel. This trading
interaction is conducted via the merlot.aero-CrewPortal web portal and / or merlot.aeroCrewMobile smart phone application. The actual checking and validation of submitted trades
and subsequent actioning of legal trades is performed seamlessly by merlot.aero background
rules and allocation processes.
merlot.aero-TripTrade complements the merlot optimisation family of products. Our vision is to provide seamless
optimisation to provide users with assisted and automated decision tools across planning and operation functions
encompassing:
Tactical: intuitive, easy to use tools to generate (both automatically and user triggered) solutions, to everyday
operational and monthly planning ‘problems’.
Strategic: powerful, robust analytical tools to perform strategic ‘what if’ analysis to make empowered informed and
accurate strategic decisions.

Improve crew member life style without impacting operational robustness
Explore the benefits, key features and functionality of merlot.aero-TripTrade:
 Supports three different types of Trip Trading:
•
Direct: Targeted trades between two specific crew members.
•
Indirect / Trade Board: Ability to post a candidate’s trade board that other crew members can see and trade
with.
 Open Time Board: Any open time available is listed on a board that crew members can then trade with.
 Crew members able to perform all 3 types of trades via the:
•
CrewPortal web portal.
•
CrewMobile smart phone application.
 Able to configure which types are available to crew members as well as the ability to control independently for each
of the types the allowable types of pairings that can be traded.
 All trades are evaluated by the same full set of configured regulatory, union, and company rules that ensures
legality of manual allocations and trades are only actioned if fully legal.
 Additional specific rules that only apply to trades are able to be defined to ensure operational robustness (e.g.
increase minimum rest rules to ensure crew don’t trade down to absolute minimum rest between pairings).
 Ability to control the timeframes within which trades are able to be performed, including specifying a Trade blackout
period during roster creation.
 Automatic generation of change notifications requiring confirmed acknowledgement, on the completion of a
successful trade.
 Removes the reliance on crew scheduling personnel manually performing trades initiated via phone call or email.

Designed with the user in mind

The TripTrade process using the CrewPortal and CrewMobile for crew member trade interaction and background
merlot.aero processes for validation and actioning, has been designed to seamlessly fit as an integral part of the
operational crew scheduling process within merlot.aero:
 Process integration. Once configured, as soon as rosters have been published the merlot.aero-TripTrade
functionality is automatically available to start processing trades utilising the newly published data without any
crew scheduling personnel involvement.
 Data selection. TripTrade automatically limits the crew members who can be traded with to those with same set
of qualifications. Open time matching crew members qualifications is automatically displayed once it has been
made available for pick up.
 Configuration definition. Easily able to independently control the types of pairings that are allowed to be traded
for each trade type.
 Convenient Trip Trade entry. Crew members are able to enter their trades wherever they are, via the web portal
and smart phone application. This means the crew member’s trades can be seamlessly entered, modified and
viewed across both mechanisms.
 Trade validation. For consistency at a minimum all trades are validated against the standard configured rules
to ensure they are legal before being actioned. If specific trade rules have also been configured they are also
required to be full validated and legal prior to a trade being actioned.
 Trade blackout periods. To ensure that trades don’t impact the crew planning process by changing the hours,
minimum rest and legal days off requirements of crew members while the roster generation process is occurring,
there is the capability to configure and enforce a trade black out period. By enforcing a trade blackout period it
minimises the amount of manual adjustments required to optimised rosters based on operational change prior to
roster.

The right data when you need it

The crew members have immediate access to the current roster and open time information of similarly qualified
crew members to allow them to make accurate and informed decisions relating to the trades they choose to enter.
If proposed trades of any type fail, appropriate failure reasons are reported back to the crew members involved. If
a proposed trade is successful, associated change notifications are automatically generated for the crew members
involved. These change notifications require explicit acknowledgement to ensure that the crew are explicitly aware the
change has been successful and actioned, and realise they now need to report as appropriate to the changed duty.

Effective management no matter what your requirements
Whether you are planning for a single equipment type from a single base, through to being a multiple base and
equipment type operator, the flexibility designed into merlot.aero-TripTrade, provides the capability to automate
the trade process for crew member input across this spectrum. This allows the airline to effectively configure the
appropriate trip trade options that will both benefit the crew, and remove workload from crew scheduling personnel.

Quantifiable benefits
Making use of merlot.aero-TripTrade will result in your airlines’ crew scheduling department realising the following
readily identifiable tangible benefits:
 Remove the volume of work (especially around roster publication time) from crew schedulers having to manually
process trade requests initiated via email or phone call.
 Remove the human factor / bias from crew schedulers needing to make the decisions on which crew members are
awarded or denied their trade requests.
 Provides the crew members the ability to be pro-active and to have direct input into the types and placements of
allocations in their published roster via trading with other crew members or open time. This increases crew morale
as they have more control over their rosters which affects their quality of life.
 Ability to trade via both the CrewPortal web portal and CrewMobile smart phone application providing crew the
ability to perform trade when and wherever they want.
 Overall making use of these mechanisms to achieve increased crew satisfaction and morale, whilst maximising
crew utilisation, bounded as appropriate by constraints to make those rosters operationally robust and crew
friendly.

Smart airline solutions

merlot.aero is a complete operational management solution offering all aspects of airline resource planning and
control to ensure the safety, efficiency and quality of your crew and operational environment. An ideal solution for
low-cost, efficient day-of-operations management, merlot.aero enables you to forecast, organise, plan, predict,
measure and report to optimise daily aircraft and crew utilisation. It assures control of core operational information
that will enable you to effectively manage your business and easily achieve regulatory compliance while maximising
your airline’s operational efficiency. merlot.aero’s modules can be used independently or together to provide a fully
integrated airline operations management system for optimum airline performance. merlot.aero is a fully hosted, fullyoutsourced solution, providing you the peace of mind with security whilst avoiding unnecessary expenditure on the
purchase and support of your own computer hardware and environment.
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